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Chapter 4661: shocking! 

 “This … This is too scary …” 

Nine hearts turtle ancestor looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he had just seen a ghost. 

This was because Chen Xiaobei had completely mastered the third stage of the one word Saint-killer 

curse in a very short time! 

One had to know that a level three one-word Holy extermination curse was equivalent to a four star 

divine ancestor! 

Even the nine hearts turtle ancestor had spent more than 30 million years to completely master it! 

Compared to Chen Xiaobei, who was a top student, nine hearts turtle ancestor felt that he was really 

weak. He was just a bad student! 

What was even scarier was that Chen Xiaobei had not only learned the advanced one word Holy 

incantation, but had also broken through three small realms in a short period of time. He had broken 

through from the early stage of a four-star divine ancestor to the peak of a four-star divine ancestor! 

Even someone as strong as nine hearts turtle ancestor was truly convinced by the scene before him! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation had once again reached the bottleneck of a major realm, and he could no 

longer absorb Saint Qi to cultivate. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out the chaos Blood Sword and the thousand DAOs Holy Emperor armor! 

He filled these two peak five-star divine ancestor level Dharma Treasures with the vast amount of Saint 

Origin Energy in the surroundings! 

This way, the chaos Blood Sword and the ten thousand DAOs Saint Emperor armor would have enough 

Saint Origin Energy to be used ten times! To Chen Xiaobei, they were like two trump cards that could 

decide the direction of many situations! 

“Whoosh …” 

After filling up the two talismans, Chen Xiaobei took out the mutant sacred-blood vine! 

 what is this!?  

For a while, even the nine hearts turtle ancestor had never seen such a special plant after its mutation. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not answer. Instead, he used the sunlight cache to speed up the process. With the 

fastest speed, he drew the surrounding Saint energy into the mutant bloodvine to produce the highest 

grade of mutant bloodfruit! 
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Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

All of a sudden, the vast amount of Saint Origin Energy in the surroundings flowed into the mutated 

bloodvine like rivers flowing into the sea. 

 this … This is too cruel!?  

As time passed extremely quickly, nine hearts turtle ancestor was watching from the perspective of an 

outsider. Almost every moment, a huge amount of Saint origin power was absorbed and digested by the 

mutated sacred bloodvine. 

In just a short while, he had almost absorbed the energy of a peak holy ancestor level Holy Meridian. 

The seemingly inexhaustible Saint Qi energy suddenly showed a clear trend of decreasing! 

Because of that, even the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s mouth twitched. He had a complicated look in his 

eyes. He felt as if Chen Xiaobei had cut his flesh and drained his blood. His heart ached! 

Of course, this was a rule set by the elder of ten thousand DAOs. So, no matter how heartbroken nine 

heart turtle ancestor was, he could only hold it in and not interrupt Chen Xiaobei! 

“Woah! Whoosh …” 

Finally, the mutated sacred bloodvine had absorbed enough energy! 

Then, after a period of nurturing, it bore a fruit that shone with the most brilliant holy light! 

There was no mistake! 

This was a peak holy ancestor grade mutant Holy bloodfruit! 

Crack … Crack … Crack … Crack … 

Without another word, Chen Xiaobei plucked the mutant Holy bloodfruit and gobbled it down! 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, the effect of the mutant Holy bloodfruit spread throughout Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

It did not take long for Chen Xiaobei’s mental power to reach the terrifying pinnacle of the Holy ancestor 

level! 

This meant that from this moment on, Chen Xiaobei’s mental power could directly activate a peak holy 

ancestor’s special ability! 

At the same time, the mutant Holy bloodfruit also had a strong spiritual energy recovery effect! 

This meant that not only could Chen Xiaobei activate the pinnacle of the Holy ancestor’s power, but he 

could also recover his mental power at the fastest speed! He didn’t need to worry about his spiritual 

energy being exhausted at all! 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not have the ability to pull out a peak divine ancestor! 

Chen Xiaobei’s special ability was divided into two main categories! 



The first big piece was the special ability of the one word Holy extermination curse! 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had cultivated the level 3 one-word Holy extermination curse, his superpower 

was equivalent to a four-star divine ancestor! He could fight opponents of a higher realm! He’s still quite 

far from the peak sacred ancestor level!” 

The second fastest was the special abilities that Chen Xiaobei had devoured! 

The level of this special ability was linked to the level of the North Mystic sacred soul world, which 

meant that it had only reached the peak of the five-star divine ancestor level. It was still very, very far 

from that level! 

In this situation, Chen Xiaobei’s mental power was overflowing! 

Only by continuously increasing the level of his special ability could Chen Xiaobei make use of his mental 

Power’s level advantage! 

Of course, no matter what, consuming this mutant Saint bloodfruit was already a huge improvement for 

Chen Xiaobei! 

At least, for a long time to come, Chen Xiaobei would not have to worry about his mental power! 

Of course! This was not absolute! 

“Swish!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out another item! 

 this … This is!?  

At the same time, the nine hearts turtle ancestor immediately revealed a shocked expression. He could 

not believe his eyes! 

There was no mistake! 

The thing that Chen Xiaobei had just taken out was a fragment of the Saint destroyer orb! 

One must know that this was a Supreme treasure! 

Others might not know, but the nine hearts turtle ancestor was very, very familiar with this! 

This was because all the Supreme treasures in the world were personally created by the myriad Dao 

ancestor. Then, by chance, they would be distributed to everyone who was recognized by the myriad 

Dao ancestor and could become the Supreme divine ancestor! 

It was not an exaggeration to say that the ten Supreme treasures in the world were all extremely 

powerful! 

Even someone as powerful as the nine hearts turtle ancestor would not be able to shatter a Supreme 

true treasure! 

It was precisely because of this that the nine hearts turtle ancestor had suddenly fallen into such a huge 

shock that his three views had collapsed and he had begun to doubt his turtle life! 



“I know …” 

Of course, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was still very smart. He quickly guessed the truth.  there’s only 

one power in this world that can break Supreme treasures, and that’s the power of 10000 Saint souls!  

There was no mistake! 

The destruction Saint orb had been shattered by the third Saint Soul! 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor’s guess was completely correct! 

However! 

What happened next was something that nine hearts turtle ancestor would never have imagined even if 

he had 100 million more brains! 

 Saint pan, chaos devour!  

Chen Xiaobei then consumed the fragment. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Nine hearts turtle ancestor’s eyes narrowed, and his eyes instantly became extremely horrified! 
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In an instant, the nine hearts turtle ancestor revealed a look of great shock and horror. 

If the nine hearts turtle ancestor did not know that it was a fragment of the destruction Saint orb, he 

might not have been so shocked. 

However, not only did nine hearts turtle ancestor know, but he also knew very well that the level and 

quality of the Saint destroyer orb had reached the Supreme Saint ancestor level! 

In comparison, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was only at the pinnacle of a four star divine ancestor! 

Under such circumstances, Chen Xiaobei’s forceful consumption of the Saint destroyer Orb’s fragment 

would bring about very serious consequences! 

By then, Chen Xiaobei would either go into Qi deviation or explode! 

Because of this, nine hearts turtle ancestor was really shocked by Chen Xiaobei. He could not 

understand why Chen Xiaobei would do this! Why did he dare to do this? 

“Whoosh …” 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not explain anything and continued with his plan. 

One had to know that Saint Pan’s devouring of chaos could be carried out at a higher realm. 

The only problem was that once Chen Xiaobei consumed a high-level item, it would put a lot of pressure 

on his mind. 
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If one’s spirit couldn’t take it, it was possible that one’s spirit would collapse and one’s soul would be 

destroyed! 

When Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation level was still very low, he had devoured the demonic temple’s holy 

ancestor and three high-level talismans. Because of the huge difference in their levels, Chen Xiaobei had 

almost lost his life! 

In fact, the reason why the nine hearts turtle ancestor was so shocked was because he thought that 

Chen Xiaobei’s crazy action would cost him his life! 

But what nine hearts turtle ancestor did not know was that ever since Chen Xiaobei had his own divine 

path of heart and soul, his state of mind and spirit had undergone a tremendous change! 

With the help of the divine path of the heart and soul, Chen Xiaobei could devour anything of a higher 

level. He could also ensure that his mind could withstand the pressure and not break down! 

However, after devouring things that were too high in level, digestion became a problem. 

Before today, Chen Xiaobei would not dare to consume anything that was three small realms higher 

than his mental power. 

This was because Chen Xiaobei’s own mental power could only digest things that were not higher than 

the third level of his mental power in a limited time. 

Once it exceeded three sub-realms, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to fully digest it even if he used up 

all his life. 

The consequence of not being able to fully digest it was that Chen Xiaobei would not be able to 

consume anything else. 

This was originally a huge restriction on Chen Xiaobei, so he did not dare to consume other things as he 

pleased. 

However, today, this restriction was completely lifted. 

This was because Chen Xiaobei had just consumed a pinnacle holy ancestor-level mutated Holy 

bloodfruit. His mental power had reached the level of a pinnacle holy ancestor! 

This meant that as long as it was something below the level of a holy ancestor, Chen Xiaobei could 

quickly digest it no matter what he ate! 

For now, Chen Xiaobei could not digest anything that had reached the level of a Supreme holy ancestor. 

This was mainly because all Supreme sacred ancestor level objects had to obtain the approval of the 

ancestor of all DAOs before they could appear! 

In other words, all Supreme sacred ancestor-level things were created by the ancestor of all DAOs! 

Because of this, even if Chen Xiaobei had enough Holy vitality, he could not produce a holy ancestor-

level mutated Holy bloodfruit! 



Otherwise, Chen Xiaobei would not have been satisfied with just one peak holy ancestor level mutant 

Holy bloodfruit! 

Of course, a peak sacred ancestor would be enough for most of the time. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei was using all his mental power and the three-star divine ancestor sunlight cache to speed 

up time. He was digesting the Orb’s fragments as quickly as he could! 

Fortunately, it was only a small fragment! 

If it was a complete Orb of Destruction or a larger fragment, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to digest it! 

Even though the piece that Chen Xiaobei had consumed was very small, it still took him a very long time 

to fully digest it! 

“Alright …” 

Finally, Chen Xiaobei heaved a sigh of relief. The expression on his face relaxed and he was in a good 

mood! 

After digesting the fragment, Chen Xiaobei had also developed a very special ability! 

This special ability could be called the destruction charge! 

Simply put, it could absorb all kinds of energy and transform it into destructive power. At a critical 

moment, as long as there was enough destructive power, it could destroy anything below the Supreme 

Saint ancestor level! 

A magic treasure! An array! And even the laws! All of them could be easily destroyed! 

Obviously, this was a special ability that had been well-prepared! 

The accumulation of destructive power in the early stages might be troublesome and take a long time, 

but as long as it was accumulated to a certain amount, it could directly burst out with a terrifying effect 

that could destroy the world. It could be said to be a trump card that was born to break out of 

situations! 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Seeing this scene, the nine hearts turtle ancestor let out an incredulous cry again. He could not believe 

his eyes. 

 you … You actually survived!?  he exclaimed in shock. You’ve digested the fragments of the Holy 

destroyer Pearl? This … This is crazy!” 

Just a moment ago, nine hearts turtle ancestor thought that Chen Xiaobei would die! 

But now, not only was Chen Xiaobei alive and well, he had even digested the Saint destroyer Orb’s 

fragment! 

To the nine hearts turtle ancestor, this was something that he could not understand! 



Shocking! They were shocked! He was stunned! Even his three views were refreshed again, and GUI 

Sheng doubted it hundreds of times. 

 I wonder if Saint Origin Energy can be transformed into destructive force!?  

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed, and he could not help but smile. 

“Whoosh …” 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei started to absorb the surrounding Saint Qi again. 

“My heavens! You … How did you manage to absorb so much Saint Qi? Aren’t you afraid that your sea of 

Qi and dantian will burst?” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor was once again dumbfounded, and his face was filled with 

bewilderment. 

This was because there was a huge amount of Saint Origin Energy in the secret realm, and it was 

extremely pure. 

With Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation, if he absorbed even one portion of Saint Qi that was higher than a five-

star divine ancestor’s level, there was a risk that his dantian would burst! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

However, Chen Xiaobei had already absorbed the excess amount of Saint Qi, and he had no intention of 

stopping. 

He was absorbing more and more at a faster and faster speed! 

Time was still flying by, and the Saint Qi in the entire space was gradually being exhausted! 

Chen Xiaobei had thought that there was an endless supply of Saint Qi here! 

However, Chen Xiaobei had absorbed all the Saint Qi in the entire secret realm! 

It was simply terrifying! 
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Oh my God … You … What kind of monster are you!?  

Nine heart turtle ancestor was dumbfounded, and his scalp went numb. Looking at the 10000 Dao secret 

realm that no longer had a trace of Saint Origin Energy, he was completely stunned on the spot as if he 

had seen a ghost. 

Chen Xiaobei’s face still had that evil smile on it.  “What’s with that expression? Those who didn’t know 

would think that they had cut off a piece of your flesh! Do you have to be so heartbroken?” 

“I … I’m not feeling heartache …” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor swallowed his saliva and said in a state of shock, ” “I was frightened by 

you! You might not know this, but the plan was to use the Saint Origin Energy in the ten thousand Dao 
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secret realm until you reached the peak of the Saint ancestor realm … I didn’t expect you to use it all up 

in one go … You’re too monstrous!” 

It was obvious that the ancestor of all DAOs had planned for everything. 

He wouldn’t leave an unlimited amount of Saint Origin Energy in the secret realm, but he would just 

need enough to use. 

According to the nine-heart turtle ancestor, Chen Xiaobei could use the Saint Qi in the ten thousand Dao 

secret realm until he reached the peak of the Saint ancestor realm! 

Before this, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was not high, so he could not estimate the exact level of this Saint 

Qi. The most direct feeling he had was that the Saint Qi here seemed to be inexhaustible! 

However, in reality, there was a fixed amount of Saint Origin Energy here! 

And now, Chen Xiaobei was finally able to figure this out with his own strength! 

 the Saint Origin Energy here is roughly equivalent to three peak Saint ancestor levels of energy. I’ve 

used one to grow the mutant Saint bloodfruit, and I’ve used the remaining two. I can use the peak Saint 

ancestor level of destruction twice!  

Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and did the math. 

Apparently, it had been proven that Saint origin power could be transformed into destructive power. 

The Supreme Holy extermination Saint ancestor had devoured someone’s flesh and blood before, which 

could also be transformed into destructive power. 

From this, it could be seen! 

The special ability of the Holy destroyer Pearl could not only absorb energy directly for use, but it could 

also devour and transform it to produce its own destructive power! 

All in all, it had no restrictions. Almost anything could be turned into destructive power! 

This was good news for Chen Xiaobei! 

After all, Saint Origin Energy was still a scarce resource. If it could be accumulated, it was best not to 

squander it. Otherwise, if it was not available when it was needed, it would lead to very serious 

consequences! 

 by the way, you just said that I’ve used up all my Saint Origin Energy. Does that mean that I won’t be 

able to replenish it in the future? ” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly asked the question that he was most concerned about. 

“I won’t …” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor shook his head and sighed.   the Saint Qi here was left behind by my 

master, and I can’t leave the ten thousand Dao secret realm, so once it’s exhausted, it can’t be 

replenished …  

“F * ck!” 



Chen Xiaobei was taken aback and said, ”  does that mean I won’t get any rewards for completing 

missions in the future? ” 

“No, no, no, there will still be a reward!” 

 I’ll do it!  nine hearts turtle ancestor said in a deep voice.  when the time comes, you can ask me for 

anything. As long as it’s within my means, I’ll definitely agree to it!  

The last time mie xuanling was on the verge of death, Chen Xiaobei had used a reward to ask the nine 

hearts tortoise ancestor to help. Not only did he heal mie xuanling’s injuries, but he also helped her 

recover! 

It could be seen that the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s strength and abilities were very powerful! 

More importantly, the nine hearts turtle ancestor might have other hidden cards. If Chen Xiaobei could 

get his hands on them as a reward, 

“By the way, what’s with the mutant Holy bloodfruit and the Saint Pan’s devouring of chaos that you 

mentioned just now? Why have I never heard of these two things!” 

Then, it was the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s turn to ask the question in his heart. 

“I don’t dare to say that I know everything in this world, but it’s impossible that I don’t know about such 

a powerful fruit and special ability!” 

Clearly, the nine hearts turtle ancestor was an existence that followed the ancestor of myriad DAOs! 

In the nearly endless years, the nine hearts turtle ancestor’s knowledge and experience could almost be 

said to be second only to the ancestor of ten thousand DAOs. 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor might not know about some trivial things. 

However, it was impossible for nine heart turtle ancestor to not know about the two terrifying 

existences like the mutant Holy bloodfruit and the Saint Pan’s chaotic devour. 

Didn’t you say that you can’t leave the ten thousand Dao secret realm? ” 

 I don’t think so.  Chen Xiaobei said, ” the mutant Holy bloodfruit should have mutated on its own at a 

later stage. It’s normal that you’ve never seen it before! “As for Saint Pan’s chaos devour, it was a low-

level cultivation technique that I personally enhanced bit by bit. With the special ability of my Saint Soul, 

it continued to evolve and finally became what it is now. You have no chance to know!” 

“This …” 

The nine hearts turtle ancestor was stunned for a moment, and the expression on his face instantly 

became extremely complicated. 

No one knew what it was thinking, but it fell into silence, as if something was on its mind. 

“What are you thinking about?” Chen Xiaobei was smart enough to see through nine hearts turtle 

ancestor’s mind. 



 No… Nothing …  nine hearts turtle ancestor was suddenly a little nervous, but his attitude was clear. He 

did not want to tell Chen Xiaobei the truth. 

“If you don’t want to say, then forget it!”  alright!  Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  if there’s nothing else, I’ll 

take my leave!  

Chen Xiaobei knew that the truth that the nine hearts turtle ancestor did not want to tell him was a big 

secret that he could not tell. 

So, no matter how much Chen Xiaobei asked, he would not get an answer. 

Instead of wasting time here with the nine heart turtle ancestor, he might as well seize the time to do 

some other useful things. 

After all, he had wasted nine days in World’s End and a lot of time in the ten thousand Dao secret realm. 

The situation outside was changing rapidly. Chen Xiaobei had to return immediately. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei left the ten thousand secret realms. 

“Special technique! What a huge anomaly!” 

The moment Chen Xiaobei left, nine hearts turtle ancestor exclaimed, ”  master never expected that this 

kid is also a huge Saint pan anomaly!!!  Who knows, master’s plan might change completely!” 

The Saint pan anomaly! 

When the nine hearts turtle ancestor said those words, it seemed like there was a huge secret that only 

the nine hearts turtle ancestor and the ancestor of myriad DAOs would know! 

And this secret might even directly influence the myriad Dao ancestor’s entire scheme! 

It was precisely because of this that the nine hearts turtle ancestor was so surprised and lost his 

composure! 

…… 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei returned to the real world and headed straight to the Holy 

extermination clan’s territory. 

The Supreme Saint ancestor had been severely injured, and the Supreme treasure, the Saint destroyer 

orb, had been shattered. It had been ten days, and there might be a huge change! 
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4664 Life-saving straw! 

After returning to the Holy extermination clan’s territory, the situation became extremely grim. 

From the outer regions to the core regions, almost everyone had fallen into a state of panic. Some had 

even begun to plan to move out of the Holy extermination clan’s territory. 

The reason was simple. 
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The Supreme Holy extermination Saint ancestor had been severely injured, and his Supreme treasure, 

the Saint destroyer orb, had been destroyed. In an instant, the Supreme Holy extermination Saint 

ancestor had become the weakest of the nine Supreme Holy ancestors, and the Holy extermination clan 

had fallen from being the most powerful clan to a second-rate power! 

This world was very, very realistic. 

In such a situation, the Holy extermination clan’s former enemies would all wait for an opportunity to 

strike. Like a pack of wolves, they would swarm forward at the first opportunity to tear and devour the 

Holy extermination clan! 

In fact, the Holy extermination clan’s former friends would also turn into a group of vicious vultures, 

circling the area. When the Wolf Pack dispersed, they would dive down and continue to feast on the 

Holy extermination clan’s bones, extracting all the benefits they could! 

It could even be said without exaggeration that the Holy extermination clan had already entered a state 

of despair where everyone would push a wall that was down! 

If they could not overcome this crisis, the Holy extermination clan would be annihilated! They would 

become losers like the Saint pan clan, who only existed in name! 

This was definitely not an alarmist! 

In the past, the Saint pan clan had many friends and even allies who had reached an agreement! 

However, when the Saint pan clan was about to be defeated, none of his friends and allies offered a 

helping hand! 

All of them watched as the Saint pan clan was annihilated. 

Then, after the Saint burial’s plundering, these allies and friends went one step further and plundered all 

the benefits in the territory of the Saint pan clan! 

As a result, in the long years after that, the territory of the Saint pan clan was completely turned into a 

barren land, and almost no one ever set foot in it again! 

From this, it could be seen that the Holy extermination clan was now on the same path as the Saint pan 

clan! 

Therefore, the only way out for the Holy extermination clan was to rely on themselves to find a way out 

of this situation! He could not count on anyone else! 

…… 

Holy extermination mountain. 

Chen Xiaobei had already contacted mie xuanling before he came. 

Therefore, mie xuanling had been waiting for Chen Xiaobei in the mountains. 

At this moment, mie xuanling’s face was filled with worry and anxiety. He was uneasy and uneasy. 

However, even so, it still could not hide her beauty. 



Her pretty face was like jade, her hair was like ink, her eyes were like crystal stars, and her temperament 

was like a cold ice Woman. His entire being exuded an extremely noble and divine aura of cold 

arrogance. 

It was as if she was the Supreme Empress of the World, with all living things prostrating at her feet. 

Under her bright light, everything seemed to be overshadowed! 

Her figure was also extremely good. The thin white chiffon dress accentuated her beautiful curves to the 

fullest! 

Her legs under the dress were long and thin, white, smooth, tender, and delicate. They were simply like 

flawless milk and even exuded an alluring luster! 

She was not wearing any shoes, and her small feet looked like they were carved out of Jade, delicate and 

cute! 

Her entire body was floating in the air. Her small feet did not touch the ground at all, and not a single 

speck of dust could be seen on them! 

For a moment, Chen Xiaobei felt as if he had returned to the time when he first met mie xuanling! 

However, the current situation had already changed, and their mood for meeting again had also 

changed! 

“The North Mystic Divine ancestor!” 

Mie xuanling quickly came up and said in a deep voice, ” “Master invites you to the Holy extermination 

Supreme domain! Hurry up and follow me!” 

“Your master? He knew I was coming?” Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

“I was the one who told master!” 

Mie xuanling said, ” originally, my clan was already in a very dangerous situation. Master thought that 

you would definitely not come back and get involved in this mess! After that, I received your message 

and told master that you were coming …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed.  “You’re really honest! Your master is certain that I won’t come! If 

you tell him that I’m coming, isn’t that a direct slap to his face?” 

 I can’t care so much about the current situation!  

Mie xuanling said, ” besides, master doesn’t mind. He knows that the North Mystic Divine ancestor is 

coming. He’s very excited!  Let me come down to welcome you and bring you to the Holy extermination 

Supreme domain!” 

 that’s strange …  Chen Xiaobei frowned.”Why does your master want to see me so much?” 

“Right now, our clan has already fallen into a situation where everyone has betrayed us. Even the core 

upper echelons of the clan and even master’s direct disciples have already begun to flee! We can’t rely 

on any of our allies!” 



 that’s right!  mie xuanling said seriously.  therefore, master believes that you are the only one who can 

help us break out of this situation!  

“Uh …” 

Chen Xiaobei was stunned and said awkwardly, ” “Your master thinks too highly of me! I don’t even 

know if I have the ability to help you break out of this situation!” 

“You’re too humble, North Mystic Divine ancestor!” Mie xuanling’s beautiful eyes moved slightly, full of 

admiration.  “You have the support of a terrifying force that is even more powerful than the Supreme 

divine ancestor! As long as you’re willing to help, you can naturally resolve the crisis of my clan!” 

Clearly, mie xuanling had followed Chen Xiaobei into the ten thousand secret realm. 

Furthermore, Chen Xiaobei had used the chaos Blood Sword when he was fighting mie xuanyu at Mount 

Saint destroyer. 

That was why both mie xuanling and the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor knew that Chen 

Xiaobei had a Foundation that was way above the Supreme divine ancestor! 

The Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor had once believed that Chen Xiaobei had the support 

of a fire-type powerhouse. That was why the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor had been 

coveting the chaos Blood Sword but had never dared to make a move! 

The more the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor believed that Chen Xiaobei had an 

unparalleled backer, the more he saw Chen Xiaobei as his only hope! They had even placed all their 

hopes on Chen Xiaobei! 

That was why the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor was so desperate to see Chen Xiaobei! 

“Alright! I’ll go with you and see how much sincerity your master can show!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged. His 

tone was calm, but he had made his intentions clear. 

He could help, but he definitely couldn’t help for free! 

Chen Xiaobei had to see the sincerity of the Supreme holy ancestor before he would take the risk to 

help! 

After all, if the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor did not show any sincerity, Chen Xiaobei 

would not do anything stupid that would not please him. 

“Whoosh …” 

After that, mie xuanling brought Chen Xiaobei to the Holy extermination Supreme territory. 

This was Chen Xiaobei’s first time entering a territory that belonged to the Supreme divine ancestor. He 

was instantly shocked by his surroundings! 
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4665 Life and death! 
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This was an enormous Divine Domain. 

It was as if he was in the middle of a dark starry sky. 

The grey area revealed a mysterious and profound aura, as if every corner had its own pressure. 

Ordinary people would need great courage to come here, even to stand. Most people would kneel down 

involuntarily as soon as they came in! 

The stars in the dark were all shining with holy light! Holy and majestic, Supreme and Holy! At the same 

time, it exuded an aura of destruction! It could even directly shake a person’s state of mind! Not only 

would they kneel down, they would even prostrate themselves in worship and be extremely respectful! 

There was no doubt that in this domain, the Supreme holy ancestor was the master of everything. He 

was a Supreme Overlord that could not be offended! Everyone who came to see him must kneel! It was 

as if this was a matter of course! 

“Greetings, master … The North Mystic Divine ancestor is here!” 

Floating in the air, mie xuanling still knelt down on one knee to pay his respects! 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s heart did not waver at all. The terrifying pressure and destructive aura around 

him did not affect him at all! 

Naturally, Chen Xiaobei would not kneel down. He stood up straight! 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei’s divine path of the soul had been raised to a whole new level in World’s 

End. At the same time, his state of mind and mental power had also been greatly enhanced! 

Even though Chen Xiaobei’s mental suppression could only suppress a tiny bit of the elder of all DAOs 

‘pressure! 

However, this trace of the myriad Dao ancestor’s aura was already far stronger than the aura of all the 

Supreme Saint ancestors! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei would not be affected even if the Supreme holy ancestor was standing in 

front of him with all his might, let alone the pressure and aura in the dimension. 

On the other hand, if the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor was not mentally prepared, Chen 

Xiaobei’s 10000 sealings of Supreme might could directly intimidate the Holy extermination Supreme 

divine ancestor and force him to his knees! 

The Supreme suppression of ten thousand cuts! 

It was this powerful! He was just so confident! 

Even if Chen Xiaobei did not reveal his aura, he could still display a very strong and overbearing attitude! 

In the past, anyone who didn’t kneel in front of the Supreme holy ancestor would’ve been infuriated and 

punished severely by the Supreme holy ancestor, even having their lives taken! 

However, the Supreme holy ancestor’s attitude wasn’t just good! 

“Come in! Hurry up and come in! I’m sorry to make you wait!” 



The Supreme holy ancestor’s attitude was extremely low, and his voice was filled with flattery. 

Even mie xuanling couldn’t help but be shocked. 

Mie xuanling had never seen the Supreme holy ancestor of the Holy extermination act so humbly in his 

life. 

“Bei Xuan divine ancestor, please!” 

Mie xuanling did not dare to be slow either. She took on a respectful posture and led Chen Xiaobei 

deeper into the cave. 

“The Saint Qi in here is really abundant! It feels like there’s no end!” 

Chen Xiaobei gasped in surprise as he walked. 

When Chen Xiaobei was in the ten thousand secret realm, he had already felt that the Saint Qi there was 

endless. 

Chen Xiaobei sighed again. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei believed that the amount of saintly celestial energy here was way more than the 

amount of saintly celestial energy in the 10000 secret realms! 

 don’t you know the North Mystic Divine ancestor?!  

Mie xuanling was confused and explained, ” “The Supreme domain of every Supreme clan is actually 

built on the foundation of a Supreme holy ancestor-level Holy Meridian! In other words, this place is 

actually the core of a Supreme holy ancestor level Holy Meridian!” 

 a Supreme holy ancestor level Holy Meridian!?  Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

One had to know that the amount of Saint Origin Energy in the ten thousand Dao secret realm was only 

equivalent to the energy of three peak Nine Star divine ancestors! 

In comparison, a Supreme holy ancestor-level Holy Meridian was equivalent to a trillion peak holy 

ancestor-level Holy meridians! 

Because of this, the Saint Origin Energy here was far more than the ten thousand Dao secret realm. In 

fact, the two were not even on the same level. 

“But …” 

Mie xuanling paused for a moment and continued to explain, ” “This Supreme holy ancestor-level Holy 

Meridian is not completely monopolized by my master! Instead, through countless veins, it extends to 

every corner of my clan’s territory, allowing all of my clansmen to enjoy this Saint Origin Energy!” 

“To put it simply, the countless Saint veins in our territory all come from this Supreme Saint ancestor 

level Saint vein! All of our clansmen’s lives and cultivation depend on this Supreme holy ancestor level 

Holy Meridian!” 

At this point, mie xuanling’s expression darkened. 



It was obvious that once the Holy extermination clan was defeated, this Holy Meridian would definitely 

be divided up by powerful enemies, and not a single bit would be left! 

This way, the Holy extermination clan would all have to move to other large clans and live under the 

roof of others. In the end, they would all become lowly slaves, and the rest of their lives would be filled 

with endless pain! 

At the thought of this, mie xuanling’s heart felt very uncomfortable! 

When Chen Xiaobei arrived, he had already seen that many of the Holy extermination clan members had 

already started to move out! 

Obviously, if it was only for safety, people could hide in their own sacred soul world and find a hidden 

place. If they hid the sacred soul world well, they would be able to survive the crisis! 

However, there was a limit to the amount of energy stored in everyone’s sacred soul world! 

In other words, the energy in the sacred soul world would be quickly exhausted after he hid in it! 

At that time, the individual’s sacred soul world would decline. It might not even be able to support its 

normal operation and would head straight for destruction! 

Because of this, although it was a good idea to hide in the sacred soul world for a short time, in the long 

run, people still had to move to a place with sufficient Saint Origin Energy. Only then could they survive 

for a long time! 

Because of this, it wasn’t just the ordinary members of the Holy extermination clan who were moving. 

Even the core members of the clan, as well as the direct disciples of the Holy extermination’s Supreme 

divine ancestor, had left their homes and abandoned their own clans! 

In fact, these people could not be blamed for their disloyalty! 

If they didn’t move, they would have to take their entire family with them to the Supreme holy 

ancestor! 

This was a very realistic question! 

The vast majority of people could only choose to protect themselves! 

“Whoosh …” 

While they were talking, Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling had already arrived at the entrance of the huge 

black Palace! 

Chen Xiaobei’s discussion with the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor would decide the fate of 

the Holy extermination clan! 
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The Black Palace was magnificent and vast, exuding an ancient and boundless destructive aura! 
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Chen Xiaobei walked up the stairs and got closer to the throne! Once upon a time, he was still an 

ordinary and poor young man. But now, he was already standing on the highest peak of the world! He 

had completely joined the battle between the strongest! 

He was getting closer and closer to the final destination! 

Chen Xiaobei’s blood was boiling! 

“North Mystic Divine ancestor! Please take a seat! Please take a seat!” 

The Supreme holy ancestor rose to welcome him personally, his attitude extremely humble. 

Clearly, the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor had placed all his hopes on Chen Xiaobei. 

“No need for formalities! Let’s get straight to the point!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s tone was calm and his attitude was cold. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had not yet decided if he was going to help the Holy extermination Supreme holy 

ancestor. 

 our tribe is now in a desperate situation. The only way I can think of to break out of this is to ask for 

your help, bei Xuan divine ancestor!  

The Supreme holy ancestor wasn’t stupid, and he immediately said,”Of course, as long as you’re willing 

to help me, I’ll pay any price to repay you!” 

“Be more specific!” Chen Xiaobei remained unmoved. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei would not risk his life just to get a few promises. 

“Now that things have come to this, I can only show my greatest sincerity!” “As long as you can help me 

fend off external threats, I’m willing to share the Holy extermination clan’s Supreme Holy Meridian with 

you!” The Supreme holy ancestor said. 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up. 

It was clear that the Supreme holy ancestor had already shown his utmost sincerity. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei was someone who had the most valuable treasure! 

The Holy extermination Supreme holy ancestor could not offer anything that could move Chen Xiaobei. 

The only thing he could think of was to share the Supreme Holy Meridian! 

The Supreme Holy Meridian was the foundation of every Supreme clan and could not be used easily, let 

alone shared with others! 

However, the Holy extermination clan was at a critical juncture! If they couldn’t survive this, the entire 

Supreme Saint Holy Meridian would be divided up by the enemy, and not even a bit would be left! 

If he shared it with Chen Xiaobei, he would be able to keep at least half of his Holy meridians. 

This was the only and best way the Supreme divine ancestor could think of. He could not offer anything 

else to move Chen Xiaobei. 



“Yes! It’s settled then!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very satisfied with the conditions offered by the Holy extermination Supreme divine 

ancestor and immediately agreed to the cooperation. 

The reason was simple! 

To Chen Xiaobei, Saint Qi was still a scarce resource! 

Moreover, Chen Xiaobei had absorbed all the Saint Origin Energy in the ten thousand secret realms. It 

would be very difficult to find and accumulate more Saint Origin Energy. 

And now, the condition that the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor had given him had solved 

Chen Xiaobei’s need for Saint Qi. 

After all, a Supreme holy ancestor level Holy Meridian was equivalent to a trillion peak holy ancestor 

level Holy meridians. 

This meant that before Chen Xiaobei reached the Supreme-level of the Holy ancestor, this amount of 

Holy elemental energy would truly be inexhaustible! 

Just thinking about it made Chen Xiaobei very happy! 

“That’s great! I can finally rest easy now that the North Mystic Divine ancestor is willing to help me!” 

Naturally, the Supreme Holy extermination was in a great mood and let out a sigh of relief. 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and went straight to the point, ” “Let’s talk about the threat you’re 

facing now! We’ll figure out the threat and eliminate them one by one. Then, we can solve the crisis!” 

“Alright!” 

The Supreme holy ancestor nodded. 

Then, he said in a deep voice,”the biggest threat now comes from the enemies of the past!” And the one 

with the deepest grudge is the eyes of the buried Saint!” 

“The spies I’ve planted in the sky burial Yuan sacred clan’s territory have sent back news over the past 

few days! It’s confirmed that the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor is about to make a big move!” 

Mie xuanling couldn’t help but frown when he heard this. 

It was clear that the hatred between the Saint extermination clan and the Supreme Saint ancestor of the 

Saint burial tribe had been going on for a long time. 

Mie xuanling had once been a spy in the sky burial Yuan sacred clan. She knew very well that once the 

sky burial Yuan sacred clan retaliated, they would not only take away some things and territory but 

would also completely destroy the Saint extermination clan! 

For this reason, mie xuanling was frowning and very nervous. 

Of course, it wasn’t just mie xuanling. The Supreme holy ancestor was just as nervous. He was in a daze 

and couldn’t rest for a moment! 



“This isn’t difficult!” 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  on one hand, the Saint-burying’s Supreme holy ancestor 

is still waiting for us. He probably can’t come here personally! On the other hand, the sky burying Yuan 

sacred clan had more than one enemy! According to what I know, the yuan Sage clan and the sky-

burying Yuan Sage clan are also incompatible like fire and water!” 

Obviously, from the perspective of profit alone. 

The one word Saint-slaying curse was far more attractive to the Saint burial ancestral than the Saint 

extermination clan. 

The reason was simple! 

This was because even if the Saint burial Empyrean divine ancestor exterminated the Saint 

extermination clan and obtained some benefits, he wouldn’t be able to improve himself at all. It 

wouldn’t help his ambitions at all! 

On the other hand, if the Saint burial ancestor obtained the one-word Saint destroyer curse, he would 

be able to go one step further and obtain power that surpassed the Saint ancestor. He would be able to 

reach the top and become the absolute ruler of the world! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei knew without a doubt that the Saint burial and Saint extermination Supreme 

divine ancestors were still waiting outside the birthplace of the Saint pan clan, waiting for Chen Xiaobei 

to come out of the portal. 

Of course! 

There was actually another possibility! 

That was, Chen Xiaobei had controlled the origin Dao divine ancestor to send a fake one-word Saint-

killer curse to the Supreme divine ancestor of the Saint burial tribe! 

If the Supreme Saint ancestor was cautious enough, he would have continued to wait outside the 

birthplace of the Saint pan clan. After he captured Chen Xiaobei, he would have pried into Chen 

Xiaobei’s memory and confirmed the authenticity of the one-word Saint-slaying curse in his hands! 

At the same time, he could also obtain the cultivation method by prying into Chen Xiaobei’s memory. It 

was killing two birds with one stone! 

Therefore, there was a high chance that the Saint burial’s Supreme Saint ancestor would still be there. 

However, if the Supreme Saint ancestor couldn’t resist the temptation of the one-word Saint-Killing 

Curse, another situation would occur. 

The Supreme Saint ancestor of the Saint burial sect had cultivated a fake one-word Saint execution 

curse, which had severely injured him and even threatened his life. 

If that happened, things would become extremely simple. 

That was why it was not difficult for Chen Xiaobei to deal with the Saint-burying Supreme divine 

ancestor. 



“In addition, I still have two slightly weaker enemies!” 

“The Holy Shi clan and the Holy life clan!” The Supreme holy ancestor said in a deep voice. 
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It was obvious that the Supreme holy ancestor was showing his utmost sincerity because he had already 

encountered the biggest problem! 

Other than the sky burial Yuan sacred clan, there were actually two other Supreme clans that had 

enmity with the Saint extermination clan! 

But the good thing was that the Holy Shi clan and holy life clan were both Supreme clans with lower-

middle strength! 

Apart from having a Supreme Saint ancestor each, the combined strength of these two great clans 

wasn’t particularly strong! 

In the past, the Supreme holy ancestor wouldn’t have even taken him seriously! 

But now, the Holy extermination clan was in a desperate situation. If these two clans took advantage of 

the Holy extermination clan’s illness to take their lives, then the Supreme Holy extermination divine 

ancestor would be powerless to resist and would be easily annihilated by them! 

“Tell me the general situation!” 

 I don’t know much about the Holy Shi clan and holy life clan!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Alright!” 

The Supreme holy ancestor composed himself and said in a deep voice,”In the very beginning, the nine 

Supreme sacred ancestor clans were all at the same level of power!” 

“After that, a Great war broke out between the great sage Tribe and the first Sage Tribe! At that time, 

the Holy Shi clan was defeated. If the great sage clan had not shown mercy, the Holy Shi clan might have 

been completely destroyed!” 

 ever since that battle, the Holy Shi tribe has been completely defeated. Although they have been trying 

to recover for countless years, their strength is still below average!  

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

As expected, the great sage Tribe was extremely powerful! If it wasn’t for the fact that the great sage 

Supreme divine ancestor had fallen into chaos and turned completely demonic, the great sage clan 

would have been able to sit firmly on the throne of the most powerful clan! 

As for the Holy Shi tribe, although they had yet to recover from their injuries, a starving camel was still 

bigger than a horse! 

They still had a Supreme divine ancestor! Furthermore, this Supreme divine ancestor had a Supreme 

treasure in his hands! 
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It was definitely not an easy task to deal with them! 

 so, how did the Holy extermination clan become enemies with the Holy Shi clan?!  Chen Xiaobei asked. 

The Supreme holy ancestor sighed and slowly said,”The first time the profound Sage Tribe wanted to 

form an alliance with our tribe, the Holy Shi tribe also wanted to join! I can only blame myself for being 

too arrogant and rude back then! Saying in public that they don’t deserve to form an alliance with our 

race …” 

“Just like that, I offended their entire clan! From then on, on the basis of this hatred, many conflicts of 

all sizes occurred between our two races. The grudges grew deeper and deeper, and we became 

enemies!” 

The Supreme holy ancestor’s face was filled with regret. 

As the saying goes, leave a line in life, and it will be easier to meet in the future. 

The Supreme holy ancestor exterminate the Holy race was a typical example of someone who had gone 

all out and offended the entire Holy Shi clan with a single sentence! 

Then, the conflict escalated, and the two families became enemies! 

“I see …” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows. 

To Chen Xiaobei, solving the problem of the Holy Shi tribe was more difficult than dealing with the sky-

burier sacred clan! 

On one hand, the Supreme Holy extermination was in the wrong, and it was only right for someone else 

to take revenge! 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei did not know much about the Holy Shi clan. He did not even know how 

to resolve the hatred between them 

But Chen Xiaobei was not in a hurry! 

This was because the Holy Shi clan and the Holy extermination clan had a deep enmity. If they wanted to 

take revenge, they definitely wouldn’t have waited until today! 

This also meant that the Holy Shi clan had their own reasons for not being able to act! 

If Chen Xiaobei could find out the reason behind this, he might be able to resolve the threat that the 

Holy Shi clan posed to the Holy extermination clan! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei still needed to check out the details. Even if he racked his brain, he could not 

figure out anything, so there was no need to be too conflicted! 

“Next, let’s talk about the Holy life tribe!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and was ready to think about the next problem. 

“Alright!” 



“The Holy life tribe’s situation is the same as the Holy Shi tribe’s,” the Supreme holy ancestor said 

hurriedly.”They’ve also fallen to the lower ranks because of their defeat in the war … However, they’ve 

fought two wars in succession!” 

“In this first war, the Holy life tribe will be fighting against the profound Sage Tribe!” 

“At that time, the Holy life tribe was at a disadvantage and had also suffered some injuries, so they 

could only admit defeat and ask for peace! The battle between the profound Sage Tribe and the life 

Sage Tribe was not easy, either. Therefore, after receiving a huge amount of compensation, they agreed 

to a peaceful ceasefire with the life Sage Tribe! 

“However, what was unexpected was! At this time, the sky-burier Yuan sacred clan suddenly stepped in 

and started a second war against the life Saint clan!” 

 at that time, the Holy life tribe had just suffered huge losses from the defeat of their first war. Not only 

was their Supreme divine ancestor injured, but the huge compensation had also emptied their reserves!  

“It’s obvious that the result of the second war will be the crushing defeat of the Holy life tribe!” 

The Supreme holy ancestor and mie xuanling both had extremely shameless looks in their eyes. 

Obviously, he despised the sky burial Yuan sacred clan’s act of taking advantage of others when they 

were down! He was extremely disdainful! 

The Supreme holy ancestor paused for a moment before continuing,  however, this time, the sky burial 

Yuan Saint clan didn’t exterminate the Holy life clan. Instead, they used some special method to control 

all the higher-ups of the Holy life clan!  

“Just like that, the Holy life tribe became a dog that buried the Supreme holy ancestor! Originally, the 

Holy extermination clan and the Holy life clan had no grudges against each other. However, due to the 

enmity between us and the sky burial Yuan sacred clan, we’ve become the target of the Holy life clan!” 

The Supreme holy ancestor sighed helplessly. 

Originally, the Holy life tribe shouldn’t have been a match for the Holy extermination tribe. However, 

due to the despicable actions of the sky burying Yuan sacred tribe, they had directly taken control of the 

Holy life tribe! 

The Holy extermination clan and the sky burying Yuan sacred clan were mortal enemies. Naturally, the 

Holy life clan would also see the Holy extermination clan as mortal enemies! 

 although the Holy life tribe’s situation is complicated, it’s much easier to resolve than the Holy Shi tribe!  

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei said.  as long as we can find the way the sky-burier Holy clan controls the 

Holy life clan and remove it, we will be able to free the Holy life clan! In fact, the Holy life tribe might 

even stand on our side! After all, the sky burial Yuan sacred clan is their true enemy!” 

“Sigh …” 



The Supreme holy ancestor sighed.”We’ve already thought of this method! For so many years, we’ve 

been trying our best to find out how the sky burying Yuan sacred clan controlled the life Saint clan! 

However, we still haven’t found anything!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled confidently and said, ” “You can’t find out, but I can! Moreover, this isn’t difficult at 

all!” 

 how … How is this possible?!  The Supreme holy ancestor and mie xuanling were extremely surprised. 
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Clearly, there wasn’t any deep enmity between the Holy extermination clan and the Holy life clan. The 

main reason was that the upper echelons of the Holy life clan were all controlled by the sky burial Yuan 

sacred clan. 

Therefore, the Holy extermination clan wanted more than anyone else to find out how the Supreme 

Saint ancestor of the Saint burial sect was controlling the Holy life clan. 

As long as they could find out the truth and find a way to resolve this, the Holy extermination clan would 

have one less enemy! He might even gain an ally! After all, the life Saint tribe’s true enemy was the sky 

burying Yuan Saint tribe! 

From this, it could be seen that finding out how the sky burying Yuan sacred clan controlled the Holy life 

clan was of utmost importance to the Holy extermination clan! 

In the long years that had passed, the Holy extermination clan had thought of every possible method, 

paid any price, and spent countless energy and time to investigate. 

However, even now, the Holy extermination clan had not found any clues. 

It was precisely because of this! At this moment! When Chen Xiaobei said that the investigation would 

not be difficult, both the Supreme holy ancestor and mie xuanling were shocked! 

In their eyes, this was absolutely impossible! 

“Don’t be too surprised!” 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  compared to the other enemies, I think the Holy life tribe is the easiest 

to deal with! Give me three days and I’ll have more than enough time to poke around!” 

 three days?!  

Mie xuanling’s eyes widened in disbelief. 

No matter how hard they thought, they could not imagine how Chen Xiaobei could solve a problem that 

the Holy extermination clan could not solve for billions of years in three days. 

“That’s great! That’s great! I can rest easy with your words!” 

The Supreme Holy extermination let out a long sigh. 
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Just like mie xuanling, the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor could not imagine what Chen 

Xiaobei was going to do. 

But to the Holy extermination’s Supreme divine ancestor, Chen Xiaobei had an unparalleled Foundation 

and an unparalleled backer! 

So, the Supreme holy ancestor did not need to know what Chen Xiaobei was going to do! As long as 

Chen Xiaobei agreed to it, it would come true! 

The Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor had blind faith in Chen Xiaobei. 

Of course, this was normal. After all, other than Chen Xiaobei, the Holy extermination Supreme divine 

ancestor did not know who else he could trust. 

Chen Xiaobei was the Holy extermination clan’s last hope. No matter what Chen Xiaobei said or did, the 

Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor would fully support and rely on him. 

“Words are not proof. Before I set off, I need to collect a deposit!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to reveal too many details of his operation, but he had to get a portion of the 

reward. 

He wasn’t afraid that the Supreme holy ancestor would go back on his word. 

After all, the Holy extermination clan could only count on Chen Xiaobei. There was still the crisis of the 

Holy Shi clan and the sky-burier sacred clan that had not been resolved. The Supreme divine ancestor of 

the Holy extermination clan would not dare to go back on his word. 

The main reason was that this operation might be very dangerous, and Chen Xiaobei might need to use 

a lot of his Saint Qi. Therefore, even if he took a deposit first, he would still need to replenish his energy. 

“No problem! What did the North Mystic Divine ancestor want? Just say the word!” 

The Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor was showing his utmost sincerity. He agreed to Chen 

Xiaobei’s request without any nonsense. 

After all, if Chen Xiaobei failed, it would mean the end of the Holy extermination clan. 

At this point, the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor would not dare to play any tricks. He had 

to support Chen Xiaobei with all his might. 

“Then give me a hundred portions of peak sacred ancestor level energy first.” 

Chen Xiaobei’s offer was quite polite. 

After all, a Supreme holy ancestor level Holy Meridian was equivalent to a trillion peak holy ancestor 

level Holy meridians. 

Chen Xiaobei only asked for 100 of them as a sign of his sincerity. 

“No problem! But you’ll have to wait a little longer, bei Xuan divine ancestor …” 



“Although I have a Supreme holy ancestor-level Holy Meridian, it supplies every Holy Meridian in the 

Holy extermination clan’s territory … So, the amount of energy I can use for a short period of time is very 

limited. It will take some time to extract and accumulate before I can gather a hundred peak holy 

ancestor-level energy!” 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback by this. 

It was clear that the Supreme holy ancestor wasn’t lying. 

Furthermore, from a theoretical point of view, his explanation was also very reasonable. 

The Supreme holy ancestor-level Holy Meridian sounded huge, but it would be severely diluted when it 

was scattered in a huge territory. 

Furthermore, there were only nine Supreme holy ancestor level Holy meridians in the world. Then, all 

the lower-level Saint veins and even spirit veins were derived from these nine Supreme Saint veins! 

In other words, the closer one was to the core of the Supreme Saint veins, the more abundant the Saint 

Origin Energy would be. However, the further one was away from the core of the Supreme Saint veins, 

such as earth, there was almost no saint Origin Energy, and even the spiritual Qi was quite thin! 

This proved that the Saint Origin Energy in the Supreme Saint Meridian was limited. 

Under the premise of being infinitely diluted, even the core of the Supreme Holy Meridian could hardly 

use too much Saint origin power. 

Of course, if he wanted to use it by force, it was not impossible. He only needed to extract the scattered 

Saint Origin Energy from the core of the Saint veins. 

However, after extracting the Saint Origin Energy, the low-level Saint veins in some places would directly 

dry up, causing those places to no longer have Saint Origin Energy. In the future, if one wanted to 

regrow their vitality, they would need to inject several times more Saint Origin Energy. 

Therefore, under normal circumstances, even the Supreme holy ancestor couldn’t casually extract Saint 

origin power. 

The main reason was that the Holy extermination clan was facing a great calamity. Many people had 

already fled from their territory. 

This was why the Supreme holy ancestor was able to extract some of his Saint origin power. 

Chen Xiaobei was hesitating. 

Chen Xiaobei believed that the Supreme holy ancestor was not lying. 

However, this would mean that the Holy extermination’s condition for Chen Xiaobei to attack the Holy 

ancestor’s Holy Meridian would be an empty promise! 

Sharing was one thing, but Chen Xiaobei could not use his Saint Qi. What was the point of that? 

 North Mystic Divine ancestor, do you have some concerns! ” 



The Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor was smart enough to see through Chen Xiaobei’s 

psychological changes. 

The Supreme holy ancestor then said in a deep voice,”Don’t you know? The true value of a Supreme 

Saint Meridian is not the Saint Origin Energy within it!” 

“Ah?” Chen Xiaobei was confused.   what’s that!?  
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4669 The power of the saintly way! 

The words of the Supreme Holy extermination were very, very strange! 

The value of the Saint veins was not the Saint Origin Energy? 

Wasn’t this self-contradictory? 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was filled with disbelief. His worldview was completely changed! 

 you really don’t know?!  

The Supreme holy ancestor’s expression froze for a moment before he stammered,”I thought that with 

your status and background, you would definitely know …” 

 I don’t know. Don’t keep me in suspense. Hurry up and explain!  Chen Xiaobei was very curious. 

“Actually, the reason is very simple!” 

“For example, if you activate the power of a Supreme true treasure once, and use the power of the Holy 

Meridian, the entire Supreme Holy Meridian will be gone!” The Supreme holy ancestor said in a deep 

voice. 

“On the other hand, if you use the Supreme divine ancestor’s own Saint Origin Energy to activate it, you 

can activate it hundreds of times! You’ll be able to see it if you compare the two, but in terms of energy, 

the Supreme Saint Meridian has no value to the Supreme Saint ancestor!” 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei was stunned. 

The Supreme holy ancestor had said that the true value of the Supreme Holy meridians wasn’t Saint 

Origin Energy. 

Now it seemed that this sentence was really not nonsense. 

After all, the Saint Origin Energy contained in a Supreme Saint Meridian was just the consumption of 

power for a Supreme Saint ancestor. It could be said to be extremely low in value, or even negligible! 

In that case, if the value of the Supreme Saint veins did not lie in the Saint Origin Energy! What could it 

be? 

“The power of the saintly way!” 
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“It’s a very special power!” The Supreme Holy destruction Saint said. It could also be called the power of 

faith or the power of wishes! The amount of strength depends on the number of clansmen, or rather, 

the number of believers!” 

“For example, the Holy extermination clan’s divine Dao is destruction! The more people believe in the 

destructive saintly way, the more power of saintly way this Supreme saintly Meridian can produce!” 

“From this, it can be seen that the purpose of the Supreme Holy Meridian is to attract more people to 

live in my territory and eventually become my people, to believe in my Holy Dao of destruction! This will 

provide me with more power of the destructive saintly way!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was filled with shock. 

In fact, the role of believers had been very obvious since the time of Pangu great world. 

He didn’t expect that the Supreme divine ancestor would still be so dependent on his followers even 

after reaching the ancestral sacred region. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had already thought about the meaning of becoming a believer a long time ago. 

Take the Emperor for example. 

If a person wanted to become the Emperor, he must have a large group of people to support him and 

fight for the country with him. 

And after the country was conquered, in order to sit firmly on the emperor’s position, he needed to win 

the hearts of the people and obtain the support of the people. To put it bluntly, it was to make the 

people of the world become the emperor’s followers, loyal and devoted. 

From another perspective, if there were no civilians and only the Emperor was left, would he still be 

considered the Emperor? 

At the level of a Supreme divine ancestor, they had the ability to kill everyone in the world and 

monopolize all the resources and opportunities in the world. 

However, if everyone was killed, would the Supreme Saint ancestor still be Supreme? 

That was why believers and the utmost being were interdependent. In fact, only with believers could the 

utmost being be considered the utmost being! 

This was an analysis from a philosophical perspective! It was a relative relationship! 

From a practical point of view, the power of faith that believers could provide also had a vital influence 

on the upper echelons. 

To an Emperor, the faith of the people was the loyalty and passion for the monarch! The higher the 

loyalty, the more stable the Emperor would be! The higher the enthusiasm, the more support the 

Emperor would receive! 

For a Supreme divine ancestor, the power of faith from his clansmen was also loyalty and passion! 

However, after going through a series of mysterious conversion of the law of faith, it could give rise to 

even more special effects! 



This effect was the true value of the Supreme Holy Meridian! 

Only with a Supreme Holy Meridian would he be able to attract more clansmen. When the clansmen’s 

loyalty and enthusiasm reached a certain level, they would directly become believers and provide the 

Supreme holy ancestor with the power of destruction through the power of faith! 

“Then! What is the effect of this destructive power of the Holy path?” 

Chen Xiaobei was very curious. 

When the Holy extermination Supreme holy ancestor said that she wanted to share the Supreme Holy 

Meridian with Chen Xiaobei, she meant that she wanted to share the power of the Holy way of 

destruction with Chen Xiaobei. 

“This power can allow a peak divine ancestor to break through the ultimate bottleneck and step into the 

Supreme divine ancestor realm! After reaching the Supreme Saint ancestor level, one can only rely on 

this power to cultivate!” 

The Supreme holy ancestor’s tone was extremely calm. 

However, it was this simple sentence that made Chen Xiaobei feel a terrible shock. 

Originally, Chen Xiaobei thought that if the world wanted to become the Supreme divine ancestor, they 

had to be acknowledged by the myriad Dao ancestor. But now, the Holy extermination Supreme divine 

ancestor said that using the power of the Holy extermination could also help them break through to the 

Supreme level! 

Chen Xiaobei’s understanding of the world was at its peak. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was still very calm. 

He immediately raised his doubts. 

“That’s not right!” 

 if the power of the divine path can allow one to break through to the highest level, then why hasn’t a 

new Supreme divine ancestor appeared in this world?!  Don’t the great clans want to cultivate more 

Supreme Saint ancestors?” 

“Of course it’s not that I don’t want to! It’s that I can’t!” 

“There are only nine Supreme Holy meridians in the world!” The Supreme holy ancestor said in a deep 

voice. And each Supreme Holy Meridian could only allow one person to absorb the power of The Holy 

Road! That’s the corresponding nine Supreme sacred ancestors!” 

 I see …  Chen Xiaobei immediately understood. 

Sure enough, in order to become the Supreme sacred ancestor, one really had to obtain the approval of 

the myriad Dao ancestor. 

This was because everything in this world was under the control of the ancestor of all Dao, including the 

laws. They were also set by the ancestor of all Dao. 



In other words, the ancestor of all Dao had set up nine Supreme Holy meridians and added laws. Each 

Supreme Holy Meridian could only allow one person to obtain the power of the Holy way. 

Naturally, only the nine people recognized by the myriad Dao ancestor had the qualifications to become 

the Supreme divine ancestor. 

Everything was under the control of the ancestor of all DAOs! 

Chen Xiaobei then continued to ask, ” “Since the power of the Saint Soul can only be absorbed by one 

person, how are you going to share it with me? My cultivation is still low, so what’s the use of sharing 

this power of saintly way?” 
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 “Because each Supreme Holy Meridian can only allow one person to absorb the power of the Saint 

Soul,” the Supreme holy ancestor explained.”This is a law of the world! Originally, I would never have 

been able to shake this law!” 

 however, one day, I suddenly realized that the nomological law has weakened. As the world passes, its 

power becomes weaker and weaker. Therefore, with my power of destruction, I can destroy this 

nomological law directly!  

“As long as this law of restriction is destroyed, the power of the Saint Soul in the Supreme Saint 

Meridian will no longer be restricted! That way, I’ll be able to share the power of the Holy extermination 

clan’s Saint Soul with you, bei Xuan divine ancestor!” 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but look surprised. 

It was obvious that the law of restriction had been left behind by the ancestor of the myriad Dao. 

Later on, the ancestral weapon of 10000 DAOs was broken into nine Saint souls, and its control over the 

laws was naturally weakened. 

As time passed, the laws began to loosen up and became weaker. 

This was why the Supreme Holy extermination had an opportunity! 

In fact, when the Supreme Holy extermination divine ancestor had destroyed the time law, it had 

actually been because the world law had weakened. 

If the myriad Dao ancestor’s true body was still here, the Supreme Saint ancestor would definitely not 

be able to destroy high-level laws as he pleased. 

From this point of view, it wasn’t just the Holy extermination clan’s Supreme Holy meridians that had 

weakened. 

It should be that all the laws of the world were weakening. 

However, even though it was weakened, it was not to the extent that anyone could break it. 
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In other words, at this stage, only the Supreme Holy extermination divine ancestor’s power of 

destruction could destroy nomological laws in a small area. 

Even the most powerful demonized great saint Supreme divine ancestor wouldn’t be able to do this. 

It was for this reason that only the Supreme Holy extermination Saint ancestor had discovered the 

secret of the Supreme Holy Meridian’s power of the divine Dao that could be shared with others. 

The Supreme divine ancestors of the other large clans couldn’t destroy the laws, so they had never 

thought of sharing the power of the Saint Soul with others. Otherwise, there would have been more 

than ten Supreme divine ancestors in the world! 

“Understood!” 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” if that’s the case, then I won’t ask for the deposit! Otherwise, 

drawing out too much Saint Origin Energy will turn the Holy extermination clan’s territory into a land of 

death. The number of believers will greatly decrease, and the power of the Saint Soul will also greatly 

decrease. In the end, I’ll be the one at a disadvantage!” 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei was very calm, and very calculative. 

Wool comes from the sheep’s body! If he were to draw out a hundred portions of nine-Star Peak-level 

sacred ancestor’s energy now, it would be equivalent to killing nine flying heads. The wool he would 

produce in the future would naturally be less! 

And now, it was obvious that wool was more important! 

Because of that, Chen Xiaobei did not need to pay the deposit. 

“Thank you for your understanding, North Mystic Divine ancestor!” 

“It’s a pity that a large number of our clan members are leaving, and our Saint Soul power has been 

greatly reduced,” the Supreme Holy extermination Saint ancestor said awkwardly. Otherwise, I can 

share it with the North Mystic Divine ancestor right now!” 

As the saying goes, when a person is about to die, his words are also kind! 

The Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor had been forced into a corner, so he was showing his 

utmost sincerity. He would not dare to play any tricks on Chen Xiaobei. Otherwise, if Chen Xiaobei were 

to retreat halfway, the Holy extermination clan would still be dead! 

More importantly, the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor had always believed that Chen 

Xiaobei had a Foundation and backing that was above the Supreme! 

So, even if the Holy extermination Supreme divine ancestor had ten times the courage, he would not 

dare to play any tricks on Chen Xiaobei. 

“Alright! This matter is settled!” 

 I’m going to deal with the Holy life tribe!  Chen Xiaobei said. He should be able to settle it within three 

days! During this period, try to stabilize the situation! When I return, I’ll go and solve the Holy Shi tribe’s 

problem!” 



“North Mystic Divine ancestor! I’ll go with you!” Mie xuanling immediately stood up, her pretty little 

face full of anxiety. 

Chen Xiaobei thought for a moment and said, ” If you come with me, you might be able to help me at a 

critical moment!” 

“Alright!” When mie xuanling heard this, he instantly revealed a smile that was enough to stun all living 

beings. 

“Ho … Ho Ho …” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling stepped into the void and headed to the Holy life tribe’s 

territory. 

Of course, both Chen Xiaobei and mie xuanling had put on human skin masks to change their 

appearance. At the same time, they had also used the secret skill of fake mirror to change their 

cultivation. Basically, they had a perfect disguise. 

Then, the two of them went straight to the core of the Holy life tribe. 

As soon as they landed, the two of them were stunned by the scene in front of them. 

He saw … 

The entire core region of the Holy life tribe was gathering an Army! 

It could be seen that an endless stream of Warriors was pouring in from all directions. Their numbers 

had already exceeded tens of millions! 

There were about a few thousand powerhouses above the five-star divine ancestor level. All of them 

were generals, and each of them led an Army of about 10000 soldiers! 

All of a sudden, be it in the sky or on the ground, it was filled with Dark Army formations! 

The scene was filled with a huge visual impact, very, very shocking! 

“Look at the formation! The Holy life tribe is planning to use all the soldiers in the country to suppress 

my tribe! Once the war starts, it will be a battle to the death!” 

When mie xuanling saw this, she looked panicked and anxious. 

Chen Xiaobei said calmly, ” “Relax! It’s not as serious as you think!” 

 it’s already like this. Isn’t it serious?!  Mie xuanling’s brows furrowed as she looked at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Calm down! Observe carefully!” “Look at those soldiers, and even those generals, they all look so 

unwilling!” Their fighting spirit was low, and their morale was low! This kind of Army has no combat 

power at all!” 

“Eh? It seems to be true!” Mie xuanling was stunned and looked extremely surprised.   why did this 

happen?!  

“The reason is simple!” 



 of course not!  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  the sky-burier origin divine clan only controls the core leadership 

of the Holy life clan. They don’t control everyone in the Holy life clan! To put it bluntly, both the middle 

and bottom levels knew that the sky burying Yuan sacred clan was their enemy! Therefore, they did not 

want to start a war with the Holy extermination clan! Their fighting spirit and morale are naturally 

extremely low!” 

“Since you don’t want to start a war, why did you gather here? Wouldn’t it be better to just stay at 

home?” Mie xuanling asked in confusion. 

“Because they don’t dare to disobey!” 

 I don’t know!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” the core leadership of the Holy life clan, even the Holy life Supreme 

divine ancestor, are all controlled by the sky-burier Holy clan! If the middle and bottom ranks did not 

obey, the sky burying Yuan sacred clan could completely destroy the Holy life clan! After all, the middle 

and bottom ranks had no power to resist at all! In order to protect themselves, they could only gather 

here!” 

Mie xuanling frowned and said anxiously, ”  if that’s the case, I’m afraid that your actions will become 

more difficult!  


